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We study quantum frequency estimation for N
qubits subject to independent Markovian noise
via strategies based on time-continuous moni-
toring of the environment. Both physical intu-
ition and the extended convexity of the quan-
tum Fisher information (QFI) suggest that these
strategies are more effective than the standard
ones based on the measurement of the uncondi-
tional state after the noisy evolution. Here we
focus on initial GHZ states subject to parallel
or transverse noise. For parallel, i.e., dephas-
ing noise, we show that perfectly efficient time-
continuous photodetection allows us to recover
the unitary (noiseless) QFI, and hence obtain
Heisenberg scaling for every value of the moni-
toring time. For finite detection efficiency, one
falls back to noisy standard quantum limit scal-
ing, but with a constant enhancement due to
an effective reduced dephasing. In the trans-
verse noise case, Heisenberg scaling is recov-
ered for perfectly efficient detectors, and we find
that both homodyne and photodetection-based
strategies are optimal. For finite detector effi-
ciency, our numerical simulations show that, as
expected, an enhancement can be observed, but
we cannot give any conclusive statement regard-
ing the scaling. We finally describe in detail the
stable and compact numerical algorithm that we
have developed in order to evaluate the precision
of such time-continuous estimation strategies,
and that may find application in other quantum
metrology schemes.
1 Introduction
Quantum metrology is one of the most promising fields
within the realm of quantum technologies, with appli-
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cations ranging from spectroscopy and magnetometry
to interferometry and gravitational waves detection [1–
4]. While N uncorrelated (classical) probe states lead
to an estimation precision scaling as 1/
√
N , typically
referred to as standard quantum limit (SQL), quantum
probes made of N entangled particles allow to design
schemes with precision scaling as 1/N , reaching the so-
called Heisenberg limit (HL) [5].
The above result relies on the assumption of noise-
less unitary dynamics, but the unavoidable interaction
with the surrounding environment can have dramatic
consequences on the performances of these protocols.
When the dynamics is described by a dephasing dy-
namical semigroup, the estimation precision is bounded
to follow a SQL scaling, and thus only a constant en-
hancement can be obtained by exploiting quantum re-
sources [6–9]. Several attempts to circumvent these no-
go theorems and obtain a superclassical scaling in the
presence of noise have been pursued, exploiting time-
inhomogeneous dynamics [10–14], noise with a partic-
ular geometry [15, 16], dynamical decoupling [17], and
quantum error-correction protocols (or, more generally,
the possibility to implement control Hamiltonians) [18–
26].
Our goal is to attack the problem of noisy quan-
tum metrology by exploiting time-continuous monitor-
ing [27, 28]. Time-continuous measurements have been
often studied as a tool for quantum parameter/state
estimation [29–36], with a particular focus on classical
time-dependent signals [37–39]. More recently, methods
to calculate classical and quantum Crame´r-Rao bounds
for parameter estimation via time-continuous monitor-
ing have been proposed [40–44], and put into action [45–
48].
In this paper, we apply such techniques to the prob-
lem of frequency estimation for an ensemble of two-level
atoms (qubits), each subjected to independent Marko-
vian noise. In particular, we consider estimation strate-
gies based on time-continuous (weak) measurements of
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each qubit via the monitoring of the corresponding envi-
ronment, and a final (strong) measurement on the con-
ditional state of the N qubits. Few similar attempts in
this sense have already been discussed in the literature,
but they all present substantial differences compared to
our approach. For instance, in [48–50] the same problem
of frequency estimation (magnetometry) is addressed,
but in the presence of collective transverse noise. There,
a single environment collectively interacts with all the
qubits and the corresponding noise is not detrimental
for the Heisenberg scaling; time-continuous monitoring
is however extremely promising as, thanks to the cor-
responding back-action on the system, a Heisenberg-
limited precision can be achieved even by starting the
dynamics with an uncorrelated spin-coherent state. An
estimation problem more similar to ours is presented
in [51], where independent environments interact with
each probe, but the analysis is restricted to a single (dis-
crete) step of the dynamics and to interaction Hamilto-
nians commuting with the generator of the phase rota-
tion (i.e., in the presence of pure dephasing only).
Here we consider a proper continuous evolution, de-
scribed by a Markovian master equation in the Lind-
blad form, leading to a dynamics satisfying the semi-
group property. We focus in particular on independent
noise, either parallel or transverse to the generator of
the phase rotation to be estimated. In the former case,
which physically corresponds to pure dephasing, the
unconditional dynamics leads to a standard quantum
limited precision, even for an infinitesimal amount of
noise [8]. In the latter, it was shown that, by optimiz-
ing over the evolution time, it is possible to restore a
super-classical scaling between SQL and HL [15, 16].
Our goal is to study whether in both cases time-
continuous monitoring will allow for the restoration of
the HL, and to analyze in detail the effect of the mon-
itoring efficiency on the performance of the estimation
schemes. First, we will derive the ultimate limit on
estimation precision, optimizing over the most general
measurements on the joint degrees of freedom of sys-
tem and environment. We will then restrict ourselves to
the strategies briefly described above, focusing on time-
continuous photodetection and homodyne-detection.
To achieve those aims, we develop a stable and com-
pact numerical algorithm that allows us to calculate
the effective quantum Fisher information characteriz-
ing this kind of measurement strategy, and that will find
application in quantum metrology problems beyond the
ones considered in this paper.
The manuscript is structured as follows: In Sec. 2
we introduce the basic concepts of quantum estimation
theory, with a particular focus on measurement strate-
gies based on time-continuous measurements. In Sec. 3
we first introduce the problem of noisy quantum fre-
quency estimation and then we present our original re-
sults for parallel and transverse Markovian noise. The
following sections are devoted to describing the meth-
ods exploited to obtain such results. In Sec. 4 we show
how to evaluate analytically the ultimate limits posed
by quantum mechanics for strategies optimizing over
all the the possible global measurements on system and
environment. In Sec. 5 we present in detail the numer-
ical algorithm we have developed for the calculation of
the effective quantum Fisher information, pertaining to
strategies based on time-continuous monitoring of the
environment. Sec. 6 concludes the paper with some final
remarks and discussion of possible future directions.
2 Quantum estimation via time-
continuous measurements
A classical estimation problem is typically described in
terms of a conditional probability p(x|ω) of obtaining
the measurement outcome x, given the value of the pa-
rameter ω that one wants to estimate. The classical
Crame´r-Rao bound states that the precision of any un-
biased estimator is lower bounded as
δω ≥ 1√
MF [p(x|ω)] , (1)
where M is the number of measurements performed,
F [p(x|ω)] = Ep[(∂ω ln p(x|ω))2] is the classical Fisher
information, and Ep[·] denotes the average over the
probability distribution p(x|ω).
In the quantum setting, the probability is obtained
via the Born rule, p(x|ω) = Tr[%ωΠx], where %ω is a
family of quantum states parametrized by ω, and Πx
is an element of the positive-operator valued measure
(POVM) describing the measuring process. It is then
possible to optimize over all the possible POVMs, ob-
taining the quantum Crame´r-Rao inequality [52]
δω ≥ 1√
MF [p(x|ω)] ≥
1√
MQ[%ω]
, (2)
where
Q[%ω] = lim
→0
8 (1− F [%ω, %ω+])
2
(3)
is the quantum Fisher information (QFI), expressed
in terms of the fidelity between quantum states
F [%1, %2] = Tr
[√√
%1%2
√
%1
]
. The QFI Q[%ω] clearly
depends only on the quantum statistical model, namely
the ω-parametrized family of quantum states %ω, and
one can always find the optimal POVM saturating the
bound., i.e., such that F [p(x|ω)] = Q[%ω].
In several quantum parameter estimation problems,
including the case of standard frequency estimation, %ω
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corresponds to the unconditional state evolved accord-
ing to a Markovian master equation of the form
d%
dt
= Lω% = −i[Hˆω, %] +
∑
j
D[cˆj ]% , (4)
where the parameter is encoded in the Hamiltonian
Hˆω, the operators cˆj denote different independent
noisy channels, and we have defined the superoperator
D[Aˆ]% = Aˆ%Aˆ† − (Aˆ†Aˆ%+ %Aˆ†Aˆ)/2.
The master equation above can be obtained assum-
ing that the system is interacting with a sequence
of input operators aˆ
(j)
in (t), one for each noise opera-
tor cˆj , that satisfy the bosonic commutation relation
[aˆ(j)in (t), aˆ
(k)†
in (t′)] = δjkδ(t − t′). Some information on
the parameter ω is then contained in the corresponding
output operators aˆ
(j)
out(t), i.e., the environmental modes,
just after the interaction with the system. One can
imagine to perform a joint measurement on all output
modes and the quantum system itself. The ultimate
limit on the estimation of ω that takes into account all
these strategies based on measurements of system and
output, is quantified by the QFI introduced in [42]. It
depends only on the initial state of the system and on
the superoperator Lω describing the evolution. In gen-
eral, it can be evaluated as
QLω = 4∂ω1∂ω2 log |Tr[%¯]|
∣∣
ω1=ω2=ω
, (5)
where, in the case we are considering (i.e., a Hamilto-
nian parameter), the operator % is the one solving the
generalized master equation
d%¯
dt
= Lω1,ω2 %¯
= −i
(
Hˆω1 %¯− %¯Hˆω2
)
+
∑
j
D[cˆj ]%¯ . (6)
This QFI corresponds to an optimization of the classi-
cal FI over all the possible measurement strategies de-
scribed above, including the possibility of performing
non-separable (entangled) measurements over the sys-
tem and all the output modes at different times.
However, one can restrict to more feasible strategies,
where the outputs are sequentially measured continu-
ously in time, and a final strong measurement is per-
formed on the conditional state of the system. Depend-
ing on the type of measurement performed on the out-
puts, one obtains different stochastic master equations
for the conditional state of the system. In the following
we will focus on the two paradigmatic cases of photode-
tection (PD) and homodyne detection (HD).
In the first case, assuming time-continuous PD on
each output with efficiency ηj , the evolution is described
by the stochastic master equation [27]
d%(c) = −i[Hˆω, %(c)] dt+
∑
j
(1− ηj)D[cˆj ]%(c) dt
− ηj2 (cˆ
†
j cˆj%
(c) + %(c)cˆ†j cˆj) dt+ ηjTr[%(c)cˆ
†
j cˆj ]%(c) dt
+
(
cˆj%
(c)cˆ†j
Tr[%(c)cˆ†j cˆj ]
− %(c)
)
dNj , (7)
where dNj denote Poisson increments taking value 0
(no-click event) or 1 (detector click event), and having
average value E[dNj ] = ηjTr[cˆ†j cˆj%(c)] dt.
Likewise, for time-continuous HD on each output, the
stochastic master equation reads [27, 53]
d%(c) = − i[Hˆω, %(c)] dt+
∑
j
D[cˆj ]%(c) dt
+
∑
j
√
ηjH[cˆj ]%(c) dwj , (8)
where H[cˆ]% = cˆ% + %cˆ† − Tr[%(cˆ + cˆ†)]%, and dwj =
dyj −√ηjTr[%(c)(cˆj + cˆ†j)] represents a standard Wiener
increment (s.t. dwjdwk = δjkdt), operationally cor-
responding to the difference between the measurement
result dyj and the rescaled average value of the operator
(cˆj + cˆ
†
j).
In general, different measurement strategies mathe-
matically correspond to different possible unravellings
of the Markovian master equation: any quantum state,
solution of Eq. (4) at a certain time t, can be written
as %unc =
∑
traj ptraj%
(c), where ptraj is the probability
of a certain trajectory leading to the conditional state
%(c), and where the sum is replaced by an integral in
the case of time-continuous measurements with a con-
tinuous spectrum (e.g. homodyne).
One can then define an effective QFI, which poses the
ultimate bounds for these kinds of estimation strate-
gies [39, 48, 51], and that depends both on the specific
unravelling and on the monitoring efficiencies ηj :
Q˜unr,ηj = F [ptraj] +
∑
traj
ptrajQ[%(c)] . (9)
As it is apparent from the formula, Q˜unr,η is equal to
the sum of the classical Fisher information of the trajec-
tories probability distribution F [ptraj] =
∑
traj
(∂ωptraj)2
ptraj
,
plus the average of the QFIs of the corresponding con-
ditional states Q[%(c)]. The first term quantifies the
amount of information obtained from the measurement
of the output modes after the interaction with the sys-
tem, while the second term quantifies the amount of in-
formation obtained from the final strong measurement
on the conditional states of the system itself. We point
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out that an analogous figure of merit has been recog-
nized as the appropriate one for metrology with post-
selection [54–56].
A method for the calculation of F [ptraj] has been
firstly proposed in [41] for generic quantum states, and
then in [44] for continuous-variable Gaussian states. In
Sec. 5, we describe in detail a more compact and sta-
ble numerical algorithm for the calculation of the terms
present in Eq. (9), for both homodyne and photodetec-
tion measurements.
It is reasonable to expect that, thanks to the informa-
tion obtained from the time-continuous monitoring, and
thanks to the, typically beneficial, effects of quantum
measurements on the conditional states, one will obtain
more information on the parameter via these strate-
gies, than by solely measuring the unconditional state
solution of the Markovian master equation (4). This
intuition is confirmed by the extended convexity prop-
erty of the QFI, recently proved in [39, 57]. In fact, the
following chain of inequalities holds:
Q[%unc] ≤ Q˜unr,ηj ≤ QLω . (10)
We also conjecture that, for a fixed unravelling, and
for fixed efficiency on all the output channels (i.e., for
ηj = η ∀j), the effective QFI is monotonic with respect
to the efficiency parameter, that is:
Q˜unr,η ≤ Q˜unr,η′ ⇐⇒ η ≤ η′ (conjecture) .
(11)
3 Quantum frequency estimation in the
presence of noise
We consider a system ofN qubits, described by a Hamil-
tonian Hˆω = (ω/2)
∑N
j=1 σ
(j)
z , where ω is the unknown
frequency to be estimated, and σ
(j)
z is the Pauli-z oper-
ator acting on the j-th qubit. The system is interacting
also with a Markovian environment, so that the evolu-
tion is described by the master equation
d%
dt
= Lω% = −i[Hˆω, %] + κ2
N∑
j=1
D[σ(j)α ]% , (12)
where α ∈ {x, z}, i.e., we only consider noise parallel
or transverse to the Hamiltonian. The master equa-
tion (12) can be easily mapped to Eq. (4) by consider-
ing the noise operators cˆj =
√
κ/2σ(j)α . In what follows
we will study all the quantities described in the pre-
vious section in order to assess the estimation of the
parameter ω.
In quantum frequency estimation strategies, one con-
siders the number of qubits N and the total time of
the experiment T as the resources of the protocol. The
quantum Crame´r-Rao bound (2) is then more efficiently
rewritten as
δω
√
T ≥ 1√Q/t ≥ 1√maxt[Q/t] (13)
where t = T/M corresponds to the duration of each
round, over which one can perform a further optimiza-
tion, and where Q corresponds here to the proper QFI
charaterizing the particular estimation strategy consid-
ered.
In the rest of the manuscript we are restricting
to initial entangled GHZ states |ψGHZ〉 = (|0〉⊗N +
|1〉⊗N )/√2. It is well known that in the noiseless
case, i.e., for κ = 0, the corresponding QFI is Heisen-
berg limited, QHL = N2t2. This leads to a quadratic
enhancement w.r.t. the “standard quantum limited”
QFI, QSQL = Nt2 (obtained in the case of a factorized
coherent-spin initial state |ψcoh〉 = [(|0〉+ |1〉)/
√
2]⊗N ).
In what follows, we will consider the noisy case (κ >
0); the generic QFI Q in Eq. (13) will correspond to
either: i) the QFI of the unconditional state Q[%unc]
corresponding to the master equation (12); ii) the ulti-
mate QFI QLω obtained optimizing over all the possible
measurements on system and environmental outputs;
iii) the effective QFI Q˜unr,η corresponding to a spe-
cific time-continuous (sequential) measurement of the
output modes and a final strong measurement on the
conditional state of the system. In particular we are
will focus on time-continuous photodetection and ho-
modyne detection, with measurement efficiency η and
we are labelling the respective effective QFIs as Q˜pd,η
and Q˜hom,η. It is important to remark that, given the
master equation (12), one is assuming that N different
(homodyne or photo-) detectors are monitoring the en-
vironment of each qubit. We will however find instances
where this assumptions may be relaxed.
In the next subsections we address separately the
two different cases of parallel and transverse noise. For
each case we start by reviewing known results for the
QFI of the unconditional states; then we will present
our original results, regarding the ultimate QFI QLω
and effective QFIs Q˜pd,η and Q˜hom,η (corresponding to
the schemes pictorially represented in Fig. 1), without
dwelling into the details of their calculation, which will
be left to Secs. 4 and 5.
3.1 Parallel noise
Parallel noise, corresponding to the master equa-
tion (12) with σ(j)α = σ(j)z , is typically considered the
most detrimental noise for frequency estimation since
the evolution induces dephasing in the eigenbasis of
the Hamiltonian Hˆω. For an initial GHZ state, the
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N1(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="koDm+BqSAXNCVCTlw99y2hU5q7M="> AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2VXBPVW9OJJKrhtoV1KNs22sdlkSWaFsvQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsB 1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rSemDVfyAcYJC2IykDzilICVmnc9rwqnvXLFr bkz4GXi5aSCcjR65a9uX9E0ZhKoIMZ0PDeBICMaOBVsUuqmhiWEjsiAdSyVJGYmyGbXTvCJVfo4UtqWBDxTf09kJDZmHIe2MyYwNIve VPzP66QQXQYZl0kKTNL5oigVGBSevo77XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEk0o2IBKNgRv8eVl4p/Vrmre/Xmlfp2nUURH6BhVkYcuUB3dogbyEUW P6Bm9ojdHOS/Ou/Mxby04+cwh+gPn8wfVmo4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="koDm+BqSAXNCVCTlw99y2hU5q7M="> AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2VXBPVW9OJJKrhtoV1KNs22sdlkSWaFsvQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsB 1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rSemDVfyAcYJC2IykDzilICVmnc9rwqnvXLFr bkz4GXi5aSCcjR65a9uX9E0ZhKoIMZ0PDeBICMaOBVsUuqmhiWEjsiAdSyVJGYmyGbXTvCJVfo4UtqWBDxTf09kJDZmHIe2MyYwNIve VPzP66QQXQYZl0kKTNL5oigVGBSevo77XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEk0o2IBKNgRv8eVl4p/Vrmre/Xmlfp2nUURH6BhVkYcuUB3dogbyEUW P6Bm9ojdHOS/Ou/Mxby04+cwh+gPn8wfVmo4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="koDm+BqSAXNCVCTlw99y2hU5q7M="> AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2VXBPVW9OJJKrhtoV1KNs22sdlkSWaFsvQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsB 1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rSemDVfyAcYJC2IykDzilICVmnc9rwqnvXLFr bkz4GXi5aSCcjR65a9uX9E0ZhKoIMZ0PDeBICMaOBVsUuqmhiWEjsiAdSyVJGYmyGbXTvCJVfo4UtqWBDxTf09kJDZmHIe2MyYwNIve VPzP66QQXQYZl0kKTNL5oigVGBSevo77XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEk0o2IBKNgRv8eVl4p/Vrmre/Xmlfp2nUURH6BhVkYcuUB3dogbyEUW P6Bm9ojdHOS/Ou/Mxby04+cwh+gPn8wfVmo4t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="koDm+BqSAXNCVCTlw99y2hU5q7M="> AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2VXBPVW9OJJKrhtoV1KNs22sdlkSWaFsvQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsB 1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rSemDVfyAcYJC2IykDzilICVmnc9rwqnvXLFr bkz4GXi5aSCcjR65a9uX9E0ZhKoIMZ0PDeBICMaOBVsUuqmhiWEjsiAdSyVJGYmyGbXTvCJVfo4UtqWBDxTf09kJDZmHIe2MyYwNIve VPzP66QQXQYZl0kKTNL5oigVGBSevo77XDMKYmwJoZrbWzEdEk0o2IBKNgRv8eVl4p/Vrmre/Xmlfp2nUURH6BhVkYcuUB3dogbyEUW P6Bm9ojdHOS/Ou/Mxby04+cwh+gPn8wfVmo4t</latexit>
E(c)!,1(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X/BbPPQ RM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuC ozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk 3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJY a80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK 1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3P npCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYp RgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCw jhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4ItAyq FFrCTLqGozk47AQJnby0=">AAAB/XicbZBPS8MwGMbf+nfOqdOrl+AQNp DRelFvgggeJ1g3WGtJs3QLS5uSpMIovXrxq3jxoOLX8Oa3Md120M0HAj+e JyHv+4QpZ0rb9re1srq2vrFZ2apu13Z29+r7tXslMkmoSwQXshdiRTlLq KuZ5rSXSorjkNNuOL4q8+4jlYqJ5E5PUurHeJiwiBGsjRXUkRdjPSKY59 fFQ94krSLIPRHTIT5xCtTUraDesNv2VGgZnDk0YK5OUP/yBoJkMU004Vi pvmOn2s+x1IxwWlS9TNEUkzEe0r7BBMdU+fl0kwIdG2eAIiHNSTSaur9f 5DhWahKH5mY5t1rMSvO/rJ/p6NzPWZJmmiZk9lGUcaQFKmtBAyYp0XxiAB PJzKyIjLDERJvyqqYEZ3HlZXBP2xdt59aGChzCETTBgTO4hBvogAsEnuA F3uDderZerY9ZWyvWvLYD+CPr8wcZVpfH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4ItAyq FFrCTLqGozk47AQJnby0=">AAAB/XicbZBPS8MwGMbf+nfOqdOrl+AQNp DRelFvgggeJ1g3WGtJs3QLS5uSpMIovXrxq3jxoOLX8Oa3Md120M0HAj+e JyHv+4QpZ0rb9re1srq2vrFZ2apu13Z29+r7tXslMkmoSwQXshdiRTlLq KuZ5rSXSorjkNNuOL4q8+4jlYqJ5E5PUurHeJiwiBGsjRXUkRdjPSKY59 fFQ94krSLIPRHTIT5xCtTUraDesNv2VGgZnDk0YK5OUP/yBoJkMU004Vi pvmOn2s+x1IxwWlS9TNEUkzEe0r7BBMdU+fl0kwIdG2eAIiHNSTSaur9f 5DhWahKH5mY5t1rMSvO/rJ/p6NzPWZJmmiZk9lGUcaQFKmtBAyYp0XxiAB PJzKyIjLDERJvyqqYEZ3HlZXBP2xdt59aGChzCETTBgTO4hBvogAsEnuA F3uDderZerY9ZWyvWvLYD+CPr8wcZVpfH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RdcjOft 7UUyopEszKmKvtp33Yi8=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahBS mJF+utIILHCsYWmhg22027dLMJuxuhhFy9+Fe8eFDx6k/w5r9x0+agrQ8G Hu/NMDMvSBiVyrK+jcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7h/cyTgVmDg4ZrHoB0gSR jlxFFWM9BNBUBQw0gsml4XfeyBC0pjfqmlCvAiNOA0pRkpLvgndCKkxRi y7yu+zBm7mfubGERmhUzuHDdX0zbrVsmaAy8QuSR2U6PrmlzuMcRoRrjB DUg5sK1FehoSimJG85qaSJAhP0IgMNOUoItLLZp/k8EQrQxjGQhdXcKb+ nshQJOU0CnRncbdc9ArxP2+QqrDtZZQnqSIczxeFKYMqhkUscEgFwYpNNU FYUH0rxGMkEFY6vJoOwV58eZk4Z62Lln1j1TvtMo0qOALHoAFscA464Bp 0gQMweATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbK0Y5cwj+wPj8AapumSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qFBhGz3 EWGCLuQDvGtF3C3eT4xU=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSK0IC URwXoriOCxgrGFJobNdtMu3WzC7kYoIVcv/hUvHlS8+hO8+W/ctDlo64OB x3szzMwLEkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tk19/bvZJwKTBwcs1j0AiQJo 5w4iipGeokgKAoY6Qbjy8LvPhAhacxv1SQhXoSGnIYUI6Ul34RuhNQII5 Zd5fdZHTdyP3PjiAzRiZ3Dumr4Zs1qWlPARWKXpAZKdHzzyx3EOI0IV5g hKfu2lSgvQ0JRzEhedVNJEoTHaEj6mnIUEell009yeKyVAQxjoYsrOFV/ T2QoknISBbqzuFvOe4X4n9dPVdjyMsqTVBGOZ4vClEEVwyIWOKCCYMUmmi AsqL4V4hESCCsdXlWHYM+/vEic0+ZF0745q7VbZRoVcAiOQB3Y4By0wTX oAAdg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnlzAH4A+PzB6uumTA=</latexit>
E(c)!,2(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="a1KV/+p VI8oF4N9k6HoNLS4bmuo=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahBS lJEay3gggeKxhbaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EEnL14l/x4kHFqz/Bm//GTZuDtj4Y eLw3w8w8P2ZUKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6euX9wJ6NEYOLgiEWi5yNJG OXEUVQx0osFQaHPSNefXOZ+94EISSN+q6Yx8UI04jSgGCktDUzohkiNMW LpVXaf1nA9G6RuFJIROm1msKbqA7NqNawZ4DKxC1IFBToD88sdRjgJCVe YISn7thUrL0VCUcxIVnETSWKEJ2hE+ppyFBLppbNPMniilSEMIqGLKzhT f0+kKJRyGvq6M79bLnq5+J/XT1TQ8lLK40QRjueLgoRBFcE8FjikgmDFpp ogLKi+FeIxEggrHV5Fh2AvvrxMnGbjomHfnFXbrSKNMjgCx6AGbHAO2uA adIADMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXMI/sD4/AGtNpkx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a1KV/+p VI8oF4N9k6HoNLS4bmuo=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahBS lJEay3gggeKxhbaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EEnL14l/x4kHFqz/Bm//GTZuDtj4Y eLw3w8w8P2ZUKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6euX9wJ6NEYOLgiEWi5yNJG OXEUVQx0osFQaHPSNefXOZ+94EISSN+q6Yx8UI04jSgGCktDUzohkiNMW LpVXaf1nA9G6RuFJIROm1msKbqA7NqNawZ4DKxC1IFBToD88sdRjgJCVe YISn7thUrL0VCUcxIVnETSWKEJ2hE+ppyFBLppbNPMniilSEMIqGLKzhT f0+kKJRyGvq6M79bLnq5+J/XT1TQ8lLK40QRjueLgoRBFcE8FjikgmDFpp ogLKi+FeIxEggrHV5Fh2AvvrxMnGbjomHfnFXbrSKNMjgCx6AGbHAO2uA adIADMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXMI/sD4/AGtNpkx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a1KV/+p VI8oF4N9k6HoNLS4bmuo=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahBS lJEay3gggeKxhbaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EEnL14l/x4kHFqz/Bm//GTZuDtj4Y eLw3w8w8P2ZUKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6euX9wJ6NEYOLgiEWi5yNJG OXEUVQx0osFQaHPSNefXOZ+94EISSN+q6Yx8UI04jSgGCktDUzohkiNMW LpVXaf1nA9G6RuFJIROm1msKbqA7NqNawZ4DKxC1IFBToD88sdRjgJCVe YISn7thUrL0VCUcxIVnETSWKEJ2hE+ppyFBLppbNPMniilSEMIqGLKzhT f0+kKJRyGvq6M79bLnq5+J/XT1TQ8lLK40QRjueLgoRBFcE8FjikgmDFpp ogLKi+FeIxEggrHV5Fh2AvvrxMnGbjomHfnFXbrSKNMjgCx6AGbHAO2uA adIADMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXMI/sD4/AGtNpkx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a1KV/+p VI8oF4N9k6HoNLS4bmuo=">AAACCHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBahBS lJEay3gggeKxhbaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EEnL14l/x4kHFqz/Bm//GTZuDtj4Y eLw3w8w8P2ZUKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6euX9wJ6NEYOLgiEWi5yNJG OXEUVQx0osFQaHPSNefXOZ+94EISSN+q6Yx8UI04jSgGCktDUzohkiNMW LpVXaf1nA9G6RuFJIROm1msKbqA7NqNawZ4DKxC1IFBToD88sdRjgJCVe YISn7thUrL0VCUcxIVnETSWKEJ2hE+ppyFBLppbNPMniilSEMIqGLKzhT f0+kKJRyGvq6M79bLnq5+J/XT1TQ8lLK40QRjueLgoRBFcE8FjikgmDFpp ogLKi+FeIxEggrHV5Fh2AvvrxMnGbjomHfnFXbrSKNMjgCx6AGbHAO2uA adIADMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXMI/sD4/AGtNpkx</latexit>
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the metrological ap-
proach we consider in this paper. A N -qubit (possibly entan-
gled) input state |ψ0〉 interacts with N independent environ-
ments which are monitored by N detectors, either by photode-
tection (PD) or homodyne detection (HD). In the former case
each output is a binary valued detection record Nj(t), in the
latter a real valued photo-current yj(t). The map E(c)ω,j(t) repre-
sents the corresponding conditional dynamics, i.e., the solution
of the stochastic master equation for the single j-th qubit only,
either for PD (7) or HD (8), and thus depending on the corre-
sponding measurement output Nj(t) or yj(t). The N -qubit
quantum state %(c)(t), conditioned on all the measurement
outcomes acquired during the evolution, is further collectively
measured at the end of the conditional dynamics.
QFI of the unconditional state can be evaluated ana-
lytically [6, 58], obtaining Q[%unc] = N2t2e−2κNt.
By optimizing over the single-shot duration t, one ob-
tains that the optimal QFI is standard quantum limited,
max
t
[Q[%unc]
t
]
= N2eκ . (14)
This result is equivalent to the one obtainable via a fac-
torized initial state. Only a constant enhancement can
in fact be gained, by optimizing over the initial entan-
gled state [6]; by doing this one saturates the ultimate
noisy bound derived in [7, 8], which dictates that, as
soon as some parallel noise is present in the dynamics,
the ultimate precision is standard quantum limited.
On the other hand, the ultimate QFI QLω can be
easily evaluated (see Sec. 4 for details), and it turns out
to be equal to the noiseless QFI, i.e.
Q‖Lω = N2t2 . (15)
This shows that, by measuring also the output modes, it
is in principle possible to recover not only a Heisenberg
scaling for the error δω, but also the whole information
on the parameter.
For both time-continuous homodyne and photodetec-
tion, the evolution of an initial GHZ state, under par-
allel noise and conditioned on the measurement results,
is restricted to a two-dimensional Hilbert space. As
a consequence, the results obtained for N = 1 qubit
can be readily used to infer the results for generic N
qubits, by simply rescaling the evolution time t → Nt
(see Sec. 5 for details). We can thus obtain numerically
exact values of the effective QFIs for any value of N ; in
particular we have been able to numerically verify that
the strategy based on time-continuous photodetection
with perfect efficiency η = 1 is indeed optimal, i.e.
Q˜‖pd,η=1 = Q
‖
Lω = N
2t2 , (16)
showing that the noiseless Heisenberg-limited result can
be recovered, without the need to perform complicated
(non-local in time) measurement strategies on system
and environment.
The physical explanation of this result can be eas-
ily understood by studying the action of the two Kraus
operators describing the conditional dynamics for ini-
tial GHZ states (see Sec. 5 for more details on the
Kraus operators). The no-jump evolution is ruled by
the infinitesimal Kraus operator M0 = 1 − iHˆω dt +
(κN/4)1dt; as a consequence it easy to check that the
GHZ state evolves as in the unitary case, apart from an
irrelevant normalization factor that can be ignored.
On the other hand, when a jump occurs due to a pho-
ton detected in the output corresponding to one of the
N qubits, the only effect of the corresponding Kraus
operator, M
(j)
1 = σ
(j)
z
√
(κ/2)dt, is to induce a relative
minus sign between the |0〉⊗N and the |1〉⊗N compo-
nents of the quantum conditional state, independently
on the index j of the corresponding qubit. In general,
after a time t and m detected photons from all the the
output channels, the conditional state reads:
|ψm|GHZ〉 = 1√2
(
|0〉⊗N + ei(Nωt+mpi)|1〉⊗N
)
. (17)
It is important to remark that, thanks to the symme-
try of the GHZ state, and given that jumps may occur
only one by one [27], it is not necessary to know ex-
actly from which qubit channel the photon has been
detected; as a consequence one may obtain the same
result by using a single perfect photo-detector monitor-
ing jointly all the N output modes. Once the number
of detected photons m is known, and the correspond-
ing “GHZ-equivalent” conditional state is prepared, one
can estimate the frequency ω at the Heisenberg limit.
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As soon as the photodetection monitoring is not
perfectly efficient (we always consider equal efficiency
for all the qubits, ηj = η < 1, ∀j), the Heisen-
berg scaling is immediately lost. Our numerical re-
sults clearly show that the effective QFI is equal to
Q˜‖pd,η = N2t2e−2κ(1−η)Nt, and the optimized QFI reads
max
t
[
Q˜‖pd,η
t
]
= N2eκ(1− η) . (18)
Time-continuous inefficient photodetection thus leads
to a constant enhancement, compared to the uncondi-
tional/classical case (14), which physically corresponds
to have a reduced effective dephasing parameter κeff =
κ(1− η). We remark that also in this case it is not nec-
essary to monitor every output channel separately, and
that a single-photo detector can be employed. More-
over, in this picture, the overall efficiency parameter
η corresponds to the product between the factual effi-
ciency of the detectors and the fraction of qubits that
are effectively monitored.
We also notice that, for every value of ω, all the infor-
mation is contained in the conditional quantum states:
the classical Fisher information F [ptraj] is in fact iden-
tically equal to zero. This follows from the unitarity of
the Pauli matrices, leading to cˆ†j cˆj = κ12/2, and thus
to a parameter-independent Poisson increment with av-
erage value E[dNj ] = (ηκ/2) dt in Eq. (7). Neverthe-
less, we remark that the output from the photodetection
measurement is in fact essential to know the correspond-
ing conditional state, and thus to extract the whole in-
formation on ω via the final strong measurement.
These results can be readily extended to the scenario
of non-linear quantum metrology, where k-body Hamil-
tonian and p-body dissipators are considered [59]. If
we focus on the case where k and p are odd numbers, by
preparing the initial state in a GHZ state, and by moni-
toring via photodetection each dissipation channel, one
can show by a simple rescaling of the variables ω and κ
that for unit monitoring efficiency, the ultimate (noise-
less) scaling∼ Nk can be restored; on the other hand, as
soon as the efficiency is smaller than one, one goes back
to the noisy scaling ∼ Nk−p/2, with only a constant
enhancement, due to the finite monitoring efficiency.
The results for the case of continuous homodyne mon-
itoring are not reported here since the corresponding
effective QFI, at fixed efficiency η, is always lower than
the one obtained for continuous photodetection, and
Heisenberg scaling is not recovered even in the case of
perfect monitoring.
3.2 Transverse noise
Thanks to the symmetry of the GHZ state, the QFI
for the unconditional dynamics with arbitrary collapse
operators can be obtained without the need to diago-
nalize the full density matrix [15]. The corresponding
optimized QFI can be then numerically obtained and
the scaling is found to be intermediate between SQL
and Heisenberg: maxt
[Q [%⊥unc] /t] ≈ N5/3.
On the other hand, the ultimate QFI can be com-
puted analytically (see Sec. 4 for details on the calcula-
tion), yielding
Q⊥Lω =
N2 (1− e−κt)2 +N
[
2κt+ 1− (2− e−κt)2
]
κ2
.
(19)
Two main observations are in order here: on the one
hand we observe that Q⊥Lω depends on the noise pa-
rameter κ and is always smaller than the noiseless QFI
QHL = N2t2. This shows how, unlike in the parallel
noise case, for transverse (non-commuting) noise, part
of the information leaking into the environment is ir-
retrievably lost, and cannot be recovered even if one
has at disposal all the environmental degrees of free-
dom. On the other hand, this expression does explic-
itly show Heisenberg scaling, and can be further op-
timized over the evolution time t. In contrast to the
unconditional case, the optimal time topt(N) does not
go to zero for N → ∞, instead it tends to a constant:
limN→∞ topt(N) = c/κ, where c ≈ 1.26 . The very same
results can be obtained by computing the unconditional
QFI in the limit ω → 0 [60], which is already known to
give rise to Heisenberg scaling (see Appendix D of [16]),
i.e.
Q⊥Lω = limω→0Q
[
%⊥unc
]
. (20)
Notice that it is necessary to take the limit, instead
of using directly ω = 0, because for this value of the
parameter the density matrix changes its rank and this
gives rise to a discontinuity in the QFI [61, 62]. The ef-
fective QFI for photodetection and homodyne detection
is obtained numerically with the methods presented in
Sec. 5. From our results we observe that for unit effi-
ciency η = 1 the effective QFI saturates the ultimate
bound in both cases
Q˜⊥hd,η=1 = Q˜⊥pd,η=1 = Q
⊥
Lω . (21)
This has been checked up to N = 14, but we conjec-
ture that this equality holds in general. The two terms
that contribute to Q˜⊥hd,η=1 in Eq. (9) always sum up to
Q⊥Lω but with ω-dependent behaviors. This is shown
for a particular set of parameters in Fig. 2. On the
other hand, as explained before for the parallel case,
Q˜⊥pd,η=1 is only equal to the average QFI of the con-
ditional states, since the classical FI F [ptraj] is always
identical to zero. As expected, for η < 1, we observe
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Figure 2: Contributions of the classical FI F [ptraj] and the QFI
of the final strong measurement Q[%(c)] to the effective QFI
Q˜hd|η=1 for homodyne with N = 7 and ω = 1, in the transverse
noise case.
that the effective QFI lies between the unconditional
QFI and the ultimate QFI, confirming the chained in-
equalities (10) for both detection strategies and also
the conjecture regarding the monotonicity with the ef-
ficiency η.
As an example, in Fig. 3 we show the effective QFI
over time for photodetection and homodyne detection
at different efficiencies, for three different values of N .
We can see that at lower efficiencies the curves tend
to the unconditional QFI Q[%⊥unc], while for perfect effi-
ciency they coincide with QLω . Notice that in general
one cannot define a hierarchy between the two strate-
gies, and that in particular, in the case of homodyne
detection, the curves become constant at large t, due to
the non-vanishing contribution of the classical Fisher
information F [ptraj] that is linear in t.
Since the numerical method for non-unit efficiency
requires using the full Hilbert space, the complexity of
the algorithm is exponential in N and we have been able
to obtain results only up to N = 7. Consequently, we
cannot explicitly witness a different scaling from the un-
conditional case. As a matter of fact the difference be-
tween maxt
[
Q⊥Lω/t
]
and maxt
[Q [%⊥unc] /t] is not very
significant for N ≤ 7. This is shown in Fig. 4 for pho-
todetection, in the case ω = κ. As we can see, the
two quantities have a similar scaling in this range of N ,
with the effective QFI lying between them with optimal
values that are monotonous with η. The optimal mea-
surement time decreases with N , and it increases with
increasing η.
4 Evaluation of the ultimate QFI
In this section we show how to derive the analytical
formulas for the ultimate QFI QLω for both parallel
and transverse noise.
4.1 Parallel noise
We start by showing that, for parallel noise, the ulti-
mate QFI is equal to the QFI of the noiseless case: the
proof is however more general and is valid whenever
the collapse operators cˆj commute with the free Hamil-
tonian Hˆω.
The master equation (4) is obtained by con-
sidering the following interaction Hamiltonian be-
tween the system and the input modes: Hˆint(t) =∑N
j=1
(
cˆj aˆ
(j)†
in (t) + cˆ
†
j aˆ
(j)
in (t)
)
. We remark that t is
merely a parameter that labels which mode interacts
with the system at time t and for each t we have a dif-
ferent operator acting on a different Hilbert space. The
total time-dependent Hamiltonian for the system and
environment is thus HˆSE(t) = Hˆω + Hˆint(t) and each
input mode interacts with the main system for an in-
finitesimal time dt. However, for the sake of clarity,
we will consider a discretization with a finite interac-
tion time δt, so that the evolution over a total time
T = Mδt involves a finite number M of input modes.
We also assume that the state of the input modes is the
vacuum |0〉 and that the initial state of the system |ψ0〉
is pure.
Under these assumptions the joint state of system and
environment evolves as
|ψSE(ω)〉 = UˆtM . . . Uˆt2Uˆt1
(|ψ0〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗M) , (22)
where tj = j ·δt and Utj = exp
[
−iδt
(
Hˆω + Hˆint(tj)
)]
.
This joint state is connected to the operator %¯ ap-
pearing in Eq. (6), since its trace represents the fidelity
for two different values of the parameter [42, 43], i.e.
〈ψSE(ω1)|ψSE(ω2)〉 = Tr [%¯] . (23)
When all the collapse operators cˆj commute with the
free Hamiltonian Hˆω, Hˆint commutes as well and we
have
Uˆti = exp
[
−iδtHˆint(ti)
]
· exp
[
−iδtHˆω
]
. (24)
Therefore, in the computation of the overlap (23) the
terms due to the interaction cancel out and we have
〈ψSE(ω1)|ψSE(ω2)〉 = 〈ψ0| exp [−iT (Hω2 −Hω1)] |ψ0〉,
so that Eq. (5) gives the QFI of the unitary case. In
particular, this is true for parallel noise, i.e., for cˆj =
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Figure 3: The figure shows the effective QFI for photodetection Q˜⊥pd,η/t (top row) and for homodyne Q˜⊥ph,η/t (bottom row) with
transverse noise over time, for different efficiencies η and for different values of N . The effective QFI is compared with the ultimate
bound Q⊥Lω (black dashed line), and the QFI for the unconditional evolution Q[%⊥unc] (black dot-dashed line). Here we take ω = κ.
The colored curves are obtained numerically as explained in Sec. 5, by simulating a large number > 10 k trajectories.
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Figure 4: The maximum over time of the quantity Q/t (left panel) and the corresponding optimal time (right panel) for ω = κ,
where Q = Q˜⊥pd|η for various values of η for the colored dots, Q = Q
⊥
Lω for the black circles, and Q = Q[%unc] for the black
stars. The gray shade shows the region individuated by the bounds in Eq. (10). Notice that Q⊥Lω/t is monotonically increasing for
N ≤ 3, and it reaches its maximum value for t→∞, and that the optimal measurement time N ≤ 2 for η = 0.99 is out of scale.
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√
k/2σ(j)z , and, for any pure initial state of the system
|ψ0〉, we have:
Q‖Lω = Q
[
e−iHˆωt|ψ0〉〈ψ0|eiHˆωt
]
(25)
= 4
[
〈ψ0|
(
∂ωHˆω
)2
|ψ0〉 − 〈ψ0|
(
∂ωHˆω
)
|ψ0〉2
]
.
4.2 Transverse noise
When the collapse operators do not commute with the
generator, as in the case of frequency estimation with
transverse noise, we can simplify the computation by
using the assumption of an identical and independent
noise acting on each qubit. Since Eq. (6) is linear in %¯
and the coefficients are time-independent, we can still
write the solution as a linear map, formally E˜ω1,ω2(t) =
exp
(
tL˜ω1,ω2
)
. This map is only guaranteed to be linear
and in general it is not even positive.
Since the map acts independently on every qubit,
we can still write the global action on the N -qubit
state as the tensor product E˜Nω1,ω2(t) = E˜ω2,ω2(t)⊗N ,
where E˜ω2,ω2(t) is the single-qubit solution. The ulti-
mate bound is thus obtained as
QLω [|ψ0〉] = 4 ∂ω1∂ω2 log Tr[E˜Nω1,ω2(t) %0]
∣∣
ω1=ω2=ω
,
(26)
where %0 is the initial pure state. Given our choice
%0 = |ψGHZ〉〈ψGHZ|, the computation can be greatly sim-
plified. We find that
E˜Nω1,ω2(t) |ψGHZ〉〈ψGHZ| = (27)
= 12
[(E˜ω1,ω2(t) |0〉〈0|)⊗N + (E˜ω1,ω2(t) |1〉〈1|)⊗N
+
(E˜ω1,ω2(t) |0〉〈1|)⊗N + (E˜ω1,ω2(t) |1〉〈0|)⊗N
]
.
For transverse noise and for a single qubit, the equa-
tion to solve to compute Q is the following
d%¯
dt
= L˜⊥ω1,ω2 [%¯] =
= − i2 (ω1σz %¯− ω2%˜σz) +
κ
2 (σx%¯σx − %¯) .
(28)
The solution is obtained in the same way as for canon-
ical master equations: by choosing a basis of opera-
tors and using a matrix representation of superopera-
tors [63] (see also the Supplementary Material of [42]).
By making use of the normalized Pauli operators σ˜i =
σi/
√
2 (where σ0 = 1), so that Tr [σ˜iσ˜j ] = δij , we
can find the matrix associated to the single qubit map
E˜ω1,ω2(t), obtained by matrix exponentiation. We can
write the generalized density operator %¯ in Bloch form
as %¯ = 1√2
(
a0σ˜0 + ~a · ~˜σ
)
such that its trace is simply
Tr [%¯] = a0. In this notation, the initial states |0〉〈0| and
|1〉〈1| correspond to the vectors e00 = 1√2 (1, 0, 0, 1)T and
e11 = 1√2 (1, 0, 0,−1)T, while the off-diagonal elements
are e01/10 = 1√2 (0, 1,±i, 0)T.
Since we are only interested in the coefficient a0, we
only need the first row of the matrix representation of
E˜⊥ω1,ω2(t), which turns out to be
[E˜⊥ω2,ω2(t)]0,∗ = e−κt2 (cosh( t2√κ2 − (ω1 − ω2)2)+ κ sinh
(
t
2
√
κ2−(ω1−ω2)2
)
2
√
κ2−(ω1−ω2)2
, 0, 0,
i(ω2−ω1) sinh
(
t
2
√
κ2−(ω1−ω2)2
)
√
κ2−(ω1−ω2)2
)
. (29)
We can see that the off-diagonal terms are kept off-
diagonal by the map, therefore they do not contribute
to the trace and we can further simplify the calculation
as
Tr
[E˜⊥Nω1,ω2(t)|ψGHZ〉〈ψGHZ|] = (30)
= 12
(
Tr
[E˜⊥ω1,ω2(t)|0〉〈0|]N + Tr [E˜⊥ω1,ω2(t)|1〉〈1|]N)
= 1√
2
{(
[E˜⊥ω1,ω2(t)]0,∗ · e00
)N + ([E˜⊥ω1,ω2(t)]0,∗ · e11)N
}
.
We can thus plug this result into (26) and finally obtain
Eq. (19).
5 Numerical algorithm for the calcu-
lation of the effective QFI for time-
continuous strategies
We can now describe the numerical algorithm we have
implemented to calculate the effective QFI Q˜unr,η. The
numerical results presented in this manuscript are ob-
tained with the code available online at [64], written in
the Julia language [65].
We will focus on the case of homodyne detection and
then we will discuss the small changes needed for pho-
todetection. We first review the existing method to cal-
culate one of the two key quantities in Eq. (9), namely
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the classical Fisher information F [ptraj]. In [41] it is
shown that it can be calculated as
F [ptraj] = E
[
Tr[τ ]2
]
, (31)
where we have defined the operator
τ = ∂ω%˜
(c)
Tr[%˜(c)] , (32)
in terms of the unormalized conditional state %˜(c) evolv-
ing according to the SME
d%˜(c) = − i[Hˆω, %˜(c)] dt+
∑
j
D[cˆj ]%˜(c) dt
+
∑
j
√
ηj
(
cˆj %˜
(c) + %˜(c)cˆ†j
)
dyj , (33)
and such that %(c) = %˜(c)/Tr[%˜(c)].
One can then numerically integrate simultaneously
the two SMEs, the one for the conditional state %(c) in
Eq. (8), and the one above for τ , and then evaluate the
corresponding FI, by averaging over a certain number
of trajectories. However, it is computationally very ex-
pensive to obtain a guaranteed Hermitian %(c) by using
standard methods, such as Euler-Maruyama or Euler-
Milstein, and still these methods do not guarantee the
positivity of corresponding density operator.
An alternative method to integrate the SME, which
is able to circumvent these problems, has been intro-
duced in [53, 66], by exploiting the Kraus operators
corresponding to the (weak) measurement performed at
each instant of time. After an infinitesimal time dt, the
evolved state corresponding to (8) can in fact be written
as
%
(c)
t+dt =
Mdy%
(c)
t M
†
dy +
∑
j(1− ηj)cˆj%(c)t cˆ†j dt
Tr[Mdy%
(c)
t M
†
dy +
∑
j(1− ηj)cˆj%(c)t cˆ†j dt]
,
(34)
where we have explicitly put the time dependence of the
density operators and where we have defined the Kraus
operator
Mdy = 1− iHˆω dt−
1
2
∑
j
cˆ†j cˆj dt+
∑
j
√
ηcˆj dyj ,
(35)
with dy = {dyj} being a vector of measurement results,
corresponding to each output channel,
dyj =
√
ηj Tr[%(c)t (cˆj + cˆ
†
j)] dt+ dwj . (36)
Equation (34) can be used for numerical purposes,
where the infinitesimal time dt is replaced by a finite
time step ∆t, the Wiener increments dwj are replaced
by Gaussian random variables ∆wj centered in zero and
with variance equal to ∆t, and where one can also imple-
ment the second order Euler-Milstein corrections. The
(numerical) Kraus operators in this case read
M∆y = 1− iHˆω ∆t− 12
∑
j
cˆ†j cˆj ∆t+
∑
j
√
ηj cˆj ∆yj
+
∑
j,k
η
2 cˆj cˆk(∆yj∆yk − δj,k∆t) , (37)
with
∆yj =
√
ηj Tr[%(c)t (cˆ
†
j + cˆj)] ∆t+ ∆wj , (38)
denoting the (finite) increments of the measurement
records.
In the following we will show how to extend this
method to obtain an efficient and numerically stable
calculation of both F [ptraj] and Q[%c]. We will prove
everything in terms of the “infinitesimal” Kraus opera-
tors, which will have to be replaced by Eq. (37) when
implementing the numerical algorithm. We will start by
showing the results for the most general case of SME
and inefficient detection; we will then describe the more
efficient algorithm that can be implemented in the case
of perfect detection (ηj = 1), i.e., when the dynamics
can be described by a stochastic Schro¨dinger equation.
5.1 Non-unit efficiency detection (stochastic
master equation)
We start by observing that the evolution of the unnor-
malized conditional state and of its derivative can be
written in terms of the Kraus operators (in what fol-
lows we will omit the superscript (c) used to denote
conditional states):
%˜t+dt = Mdy%˜tM
†
dy +
∑
j
(1− ηj)cˆj %˜tcˆ†j dt ,
∂ω%˜t+dt = Mdy(∂ω%˜t)M
†
dy + (∂ωMdy)%˜tM
†
dy+
+Mdy%˜t(∂ωM
†
dy)+
+
∑
j
(1− ηj)cˆj(∂ω%˜t)cˆ†j dt , (39)
where ∂ωMdy = −i(∂ωHˆω) dt. The trace of the unnor-
malized state reads
Tr[%˜t+dt] = Tr[Mdy%˜tM
†
dy +
∑
j
(1− ηj)cˆj %˜tcˆ†j dt]
= Tr[%˜t]Tr[Mdy%tM
†
dy +
∑
j
(1− ηj)cˆj%tcˆ†j dt] ,
(40)
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where we have used the relation %t = %˜t/Tr[%˜t]. We can
now use these formulas to obtain the evolution for the
operator τt+dt just in terms of the operators %t and τt
at the previous time step:
τt+dt =
1
Tr[%˜t+dt]
(∂ωMdy)%˜tM†dy +Mdy(∂ω%˜t)M†dy +Mdy%˜t(∂ωM†dy) +∑
j
(1− ηj)cˆj(∂ω%˜t)cˆ†j dt

=
(∂ωMdy)%tM
†
dy +MdyτtM
†
dy +Mdy%t(∂ωM
†
dy) +
∑
j(1− ηj)cˆjτtcˆ†j dt
Tr
[
Mdy%tM
†
dy +
∑
j(1− ηj)cˆj%tcˆ†j dt
] . (41)
One can thus evaluate the trace of this operator
at each time t, and evaluate accordingly the classical
Fisher information F [ptraj] as in Eq. (31).
Notice that the evolution for the derivative operator
∂ω%t can be now written in terms of the renormalized
operators %t and τt:
∂ω%t =
∂ω%˜t
Tr[%˜t]
− Tr[∂ω%˜t]
Tr[%˜t]2
%˜t = τt − Tr[τt]%t . (42)
The QFI Q[%t] can then be evaluated at each time t
by using the formula [67]:
Q[%t] = 2
∑
λs+λt 6=0
|〈ψs|∂ω%t|ψt〉|2
λs + λt
, (43)
upon writing %t in its eigenbasis, i.e., %t =∑
s λs|ψs〉〈ψs| .
We would like to underline the key features of our
algorithm. The relevant figures of merit could naively
be derived from the evolution of the unnormalized con-
ditional state %˜t, described in Eq. (39). However Tr[%˜t]
becomes very small during the evolution, leading to nu-
merical instabilities in the evaluation of both F [ptraj]
and Q[%t]. Thanks to Eqs. (41) and (42), we are able
to express the above quantities only in terms of the nu-
merically stable operators %t and τt. Besides, the for-
mulation in terms of Kraus operators, following [53, 66],
ensures that the density operator remains positive, as
opposed to standard numerical integration of the SME.
5.2 Unit efficiency detection (stochastic
Schro¨dinger equation)
The above calculations are greatly simplified when the
dynamics starts with a pure initial state and the effi-
ciency parameters are equal to one, ηj = 1. In fact
the quantum conditional state |ψt〉 remains pure during
the whole evolution and the dynamics is described by a
stochastic Schro¨dinger equation. We can thus work with
state vectors, instead of density matrices, with a conse-
quent reduction of complexity of the numerical simula-
tion, which allows us to reach higher values of N with
a given amount of memory.
In terms of Kraus operators, the unnormalized and
normalized conditional states are obtained respectively
as:
|ψ˜t+dt〉 = Mdy|ψ˜t〉 , (44)
|ψt+dt〉 =
Mdy|ψt〉√
〈ψt|M†dyMdy|ψt〉
=
Mdy|ψ˜t〉√
〈ψ˜t|M†dyMdy|ψ˜t〉
.
The operator τt in this case can be written as
τt =
∂ω(|ψ˜t〉〈ψ˜t|)
〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉
= |∂ωψ˜t〉〈ψ˜t|+ |ψ˜t〉〈∂ωψ˜t|
〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉
, (45)
and its trace is equal to
Tr[τt] =
〈ψ˜t|∂ωψ˜t〉+ h.c.
〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉
= 〈ψt|φt〉+ 〈φt|ψt〉 . (46)
In the last equation we have introduced the vector
|φt〉 = |∂ωψ˜t〉√
〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉
. (47)
At time t+ dt, the vector |φt+dt〉 can be obtained as
|φt+dt〉 =
(∂ωMdy)|ψ˜t〉+Mdy|∂ωψ˜t〉√
〈ψ˜t|M†dyMdy|ψ˜t〉
=
(∂ωMdy)|ψt〉+Mdy|φt〉√
〈ψt|M†dyMdy|ψt〉
, (48)
where we have exploited the identity
〈ψ˜t|M†dyMdy|ψ˜t〉 = 〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉〈ψt|M†dyMdy|ψt〉 . (49)
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We notice that as in Eq. (41), the evolution equation
for the vector |φt+dt〉 depends only on the vectors |ψt〉
and |φt〉 and not on the unnormalized state |ψ˜t〉, and
one can readily evaluate the classical Fisher information
in terms of these two vectors via Eqs. (46) and (31).
Regarding the QFI of the conditional state, we first
observe that
|∂ωψt〉 = |∂ωψ˜t〉√
〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉
− 〈ψ˜t|∂ωψ˜t〉+ 〈∂ωψ˜t|ψ˜t〉|ψ˜t〉
2〈ψ˜t|ψ˜t〉3/2
= |φt〉 − 〈ψt|φt〉+ 〈φt|ψt〉2 |ψt〉 . (50)
As we are dealing with pure states, the QFI of the con-
ditional state can be simply evaluated as [67]
Q[|ψt〉] = 4
[〈∂ωψt|∂ωψt〉+ (〈∂ωψt|ψt〉)2] . (51)
The algorithms above have been derived for the case
of time-continuous homodyne detection. Nonetheless
one can easily extend them to time-continuous photode-
tection as follows.
The Kraus operators Mdy have to be replaced at each
time step with one of the following Kraus operators cor-
responding to “no detector click” and “detector click”
(in one of the output channels) events, respectively
M0 = 1− iHˆω dt− 12
∑
j
cˆ†j cˆj dt , (52)
M
(j)
1 =
√
ηj dt cˆj . (53)
At each time step, each Kraus operator M
(j)
1 has to
be applied with probabilities p
(j)
1 = ηjTr[%tcˆ
†
j cˆj ] dt and,
correspondingly, the Kraus operator M0 has to be ap-
plied with probability p0 = 1−
∑
j p
(j)
1 [27].
We finally remark that in the case of frequency es-
timation with parallel noise and initial GHZ state, the
numerical calculations are incredibly simplified thanks
to the symmetry of the dynamics. In fact the whole
(both conditional and unconditional) evolution is equiv-
alently described in two two-dimensional Hilbert space
spanned by the vectors |0¯〉 = |0〉⊗N and |1¯〉 = |1〉⊗N .
As regards continuous photodetection, the Kraus oper-
ators (52) and (53) are replaced by the effective Kraus
operators
M0 = 12 − iNωσz dt− (Nκ/4)12 dt , (54)
M1 =
√
(ηκ/2) dt Nσz . (55)
where 12 and σz are respectively the identity operator
and the Pauli-z matrix in the Hilbert space spanned
by |0¯〉 and |1¯〉, and where the operators M1 and M0
have to be applied respectively with probabilities p¯1 =
N(ηκ/2) dt (i.e., the total probability of observing a
photon in one of theN output channels) and p¯0 = 1−p¯1.
More practically the results for generic N qubits can be
readily obtained by exploiting the results obtained for
one qubit, and rescaling the time as t → Nt. In this
case it is also easy to show that the efficiency param-
eter η corresponds to the product between the factual
efficiency of the photo-detectors (that we assume to be
equal) and the fraction of qubits that are effectively
monitored.
6 Conclusions and remarks
We have discussed for the first time the usefulness
of time-continuous monitoring in the context of noisy
quantum metrology. We have proven that the desired
Heisenberg scaling can in fact be restored by exploiting
these schemes and we have obtained several conceptu-
ally and practically relevant results.
We have shown the fundamental difference between par-
allel and transverse noise with regards to the ultimate
limit achievable when the environmental degrees of free-
dom can be measured. In the first case, i.e., when the
Hamiltonian and the noise generator commute, having
access to every degree of freedom of the environment
allows us to restore the unitary (noiseless) Heisenberg
limit. In the latter case, i.e., in the presence of trans-
verse noise, the ultimate QFI still presents a Heisenberg
(quadratic) scaling in the number of qubits N ; however,
it is always lower than the unitary QFI, thus showing
that some information is irremediably lost due to the
interaction with the environment. These findings com-
plement the results obtained for frequency estimation
with open quantum systems [68], where the geometry
of the noise is indeed crucial in determining the different
achievable scalings.
The second non-trivial and conceptually relevant re-
sult is that estimation strategies based on (sequential)
time-continuous monitoring and final strong measure-
ments on the system are optimal, i.e., the correspond-
ing effective QFIs Q˜unr,ηj are equal to the ultimate QFIs
QLω . This is true for both parallel and transverse
noise, showing that no complicated estimation strate-
gies based on “entangled measurements” on the envi-
ronment and system are needed to achieve the ultimate
limit on the precision. This result, which was not sug-
gested by any mathematical or physical intuition, is par-
ticularly important from a practical point of view, as it
greatly relaxes the assumptions and demands that are
requested to achieve the ultimate limits.
We have also discussed in detail the case of finite ef-
ficiency monitoring. In the presence of parallel noise
we have shown that the estimation precision is sub-
ject to the standard quantum limit, with a behaviour
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ruled by a reduced effective dephasing: one can still
obtain a constant enhancement, which can be made ar-
bitrarily high by increasing the monitoring efficiency. In
the presence of transverse noise, we have observed the
expected enhancement with respect to the optimized
(super-classical) unconditional results [15]. However,
due to the computational complexity of the algorithm
needed to obtain the effective QFI, we could not infer
any conclusion regarding the scaling with the number
of probes N .
It is important to remark that the use of continu-
ous measurements and feedback techniques has long
been recognized as a useful tool for fighting decoherence
and to prepare non-classical quantum states [27, 69–75].
Our metrological scheme follows this line of thought,
but with the great advantage that it is based on con-
tinuous monitoring only, without error correction steps
(or feedback), differing it from other recent approaches
in noisy quantum metrology [21, 22].
Moreover, while most of the literature on parame-
ter estimation with continuous measurements focuses
on the information gained from the continuous signal,
the crucial part that makes our protocol able to recover
Heisenberg scaling is the final strong measurement on
the conditional state. A great deal of effort has been
also devoted to studying the asymptotic properties of
estimation via repeated/continuous measurements [76–
78]. In this approach one is usually interested in per-
forming a single run of the experiment and thus observes
the system for a long time. Our point of view is radi-
cally different and rooted in previous works on quantum
frequency estimation. As a matter of fact, we are in-
terested in the initial part of the dynamics, long before
reaching the steady state. For this reason the asymp-
totic regime of the statistical model is reached by run-
ning the experiment many times, instead of observing
the system for a long time.
In order to obtain these results we have developed
a stable algorithm for the evaluation of the effective
quantum Fisher information that quantifies the perfor-
mance of the proposed strategies. The flexibility of this
algorithm and the originality of our protocols pave the
way for a series of future investigations that will exploit
techniques and ideas that so far have only been applied
to standard noisy metrology schemes. For example, one
can investigate the performances of these protocols with
optimized [79] and noisy quantum probes [14], or by
considering entangled ancillary systems [80–82]. Fur-
thermore, one can also study in detail the role played
by quantum coherence [83] and the possibility of con-
sidering unravellings of non-Markovian master equa-
tions [84].
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